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e are delighted to announce 
that in the summer of 2024 
château de gudanes shall 

be offering an exclusive and luxury 
11 night voyage beginning in paris 
and journeying through the french 
countryside to arrive and stay at 
the château. this extravagant french 
excursion, which we have fittingly 
named ‘the grand tour’, is a true 
celebration of 18th century grandeur 
and the finest of french tastes

It is our hope that this dossier shares with you all of the  
essential information about our Grand Tour experience.

If you do decide that you would like to join us, to place 
your booking we kindly ask that you reach out to us at                   
experience@chateaugudanes.com so that we may send you a private 
booking link. Once you have reserved your place we will send 
further information to assist with your travel arrangements.

And so, without further ado let us share with you what awaits…

“what greater thing is there for two humman souls than to feel that they are joined for life?”

- mary ann evans



he Grand Tour is a fully inclusive experience, in which 
we warmly invite you to embrace the exceptional history, 
beauty and culture of France. A whirlwind French 
fairytale travelling across the countryside with magic 

unfolding each day! 

During our voyage together, you shall equally experience the 
luxury and simple pleasures of la vie francaise. We shall visit both 
romantic cities and quaint petit villages, tour châteaux and enjoy 
leisurely time to paint, cook and read together, dine at Michelin-
Star restaurants and amble down tree-lined allées with a crêpe in 
hand, savour wine tastings and taste our way through local farmers’ 
markets, experience classical music concerts and simple picnics 
accompanied by only the rustling of leaves and birdsong…

The Historical Legacy
he practice of Grand Tours of Europe first began in the 17th 
Century. From 1670 painters, collectors, classical scholars, 
historians, aspiring architects and antiquarians, both men 
and women, began travelling to France to experience French 

culture, refine their French language skills, encounter beautiful 
architecture, paintings and objets d’art to broaden their minds and 
eventually return home with souvenirs, mementos and memories of 
their journey and time away.  

And so, we invite you to become part of a long and esteemed legacy 
of the grandest and most distinguished travel experiences. 

A French Fairytale 
Experience

Our Grand Tour stay follows in these footsteps, travelling across the 
French countryside through cities and villages to visit and appreciate 
museums, ancient historical sites, castles and fine French food and 
wine. The tenets of this stay are history, heritage and luxury and 
we warmly welcome you to join us on this expedition of beauty and 
intellectual curiosity.



bordeaux 

(2 nights)

Nestled along the banks of the Garonne River, Bordeaux stands 
as a living testament to its past. A city that has flourished since 

ancient times, it boasts a history that stretches back to the Roman 
era. Over the centuries, it has seen the rise and fall of empires, and 
has emerged as a beacon of art, intellect, and innovation. Notably, 
its design provided inspiration for Haussmann’s recreation of Paris 

in the 1800s. It is also a city that embraces the finer pleasures of 
life, a reputation solidified by its world-renowned vineyards. This 

region having cultivated grapes and produced exceptional wines for 
centuries. At this stage of our journey, we shall explore Bordeaux’s 

enchanting streets, savour its culinary delights, and raise a toast to its 
prestigious wines.

carcassonne 

(1 night)

Carcassonne’s origins trace back to Roman times but today this iconic 
double-walled city, with its formidable outer ramparts and inner 

fortifications, stands as a testament to the medieval art of fortification 
and protection. Its labyrinth of cobblestone streets, ancient turrets, 

and soaring battlements, speaks of a time when chivalry and nobility 
flourished, and tales of knights and damsels were woven into the 
fabric of everyday life. We invite you to explore its storied streets, 

ascend its ancient towers and immerse yourself in the ambiance of a 
bygone era...

chÂteau de gudanes 

(3 nights)

Nestled within a quiet valley of the French Pyrenees, Château de 
Gudanes honours the enduring spirit of artistry, craftsmanship, 

and restoration. From guided explorations of its lavish interiors to 
leisurely strolls together amongst the gardens, every moment invites 
you to immerse yourself in the Château’s rich history and enduring 
beauty. With each step, you shall uncover the layers of its past and 
the passion that has brought it back to life. It is our hope that your 

experience at Château de Gudanes will be an invitation to become part 
of its ongoing history...

Destinations En Route
paris 

(2 nights)

Paris! Just the sound of it is enchanting. Walking down her 
cobblestone avenues, through her arcadian parks and around her 

fountains... Gazing up at her grand buildings with their magnificent 
façades she remains true to her reputation as being built to be the 

most beautiful city in the world. And as the capital of France, it is only 
fitting that our Grand Tour of the country shall begin here!

In the heart of Paris, a treasure trove of inspiration awaits us as we 
embark on a captivating journey through the city’s Decorative Arts 

Museum, antique auction houses and the most exquisite interior 
design stores.

versailles 

(2 nights)

After our séjour in Paris we shall step aboard the luxury Château 
Bus to travel to Versailles, the royal city created by King Louis XIV. 
Here we shall visit the Palace of Versailles, former residence of the 
French monarchs. As it happens, the architect of Marie Antoinette’s 
private residence at the palace, the Petit Trianon, and the Royal Opera 

of Versailles was also the architect of the Château, offering a beautiful 
connection and serendipity to our visit. 

the loire valley 

(1 night)

Welcome to the valley of queens and kings, where regal châteaux, lush 
vineyards, and idyllic landscapes create a tapestry of elegance and 

refinement. Prepare to be captivated as together we explore the Loire 
Valley’s most iconic châteaux, with private guided tours unveiling 

each of their unique majesty...

e are delighted to fulfil your 
dearest wishes for your most 
special day. we would like to 

extend our warmest congratulations 
and it is an honour that you would 
entrust the chÂteau with this most 
special celebration of your love and 
togetherness. 

We thank you dearly for your interest in knowing more about 
celebrating your union at the Château.  

It is our hope that this dossier shares with you all of the essential 
information that you shall require. 

And so, without further ado let us share with you the fairytale 
that awaits…



paris



versailles



the loire valley

paris

hether for a few nights or a week long takeover, in 
honour of your celebration we present to you the keys of 
the Château with full privatisation of the estate, garden 

and grounds. 

We offer a fully inclusive wedding experience, tailored to your 
wishes, in which we warmly invite you to celebrate your union at 
the Château and stay along with your guests to further enjoy the 
magic and beauty of the south of France.

Our thoughtful and attentive team will consider each and every 
detail to ensure that your most special day and stay with us is 
organised without worry on your behalf and so that you experience 
a most memorable celebration - each day filled with feasts of 
delicious French fare and exciting adventures. 

Our team shall treat every aspect of your stay and the day of your 
union with the upmost care and thoughtful attention to detail. 
Throughout the planning process, from fairytale to reality, our 
gracious team are warm and welcoming so that you feel entirely at 
ease and at home even before your arrival.

A Historical Legacy
pon celebrating your wedding at Château de Gudanes we 
invite you to become part of the distinguished history of 
this echanting place. Surrounded by the past each salon has 

its own unique stories and secrets to share. 

The Château was once upon a time host to the most extravagant of 
18th Century events, welcoming nobility and notability of the greatest 
importance including estemeed writers and philosophers Voltaire, 
Diderot & Rousseau. Your union together shall be steeped in history 
and become part of a long an esteemed legacy of the grandest of 
events. 

Your Very Own French 
Fairytale



bordeaux

paris

iscover the setting of Château de Gudanes nestled amongst the 
mountainous valleys of the Pyrenees in the heart of the south of 
France. Walking up the ancient carriageway, through grand iron 
gates, it is almost as if you are being transported into a dream.

The neoclassical style of the Château offers a truly romantic setting 
in every season. Whether surrounded by luscious green mountans in 
the spring and summer, framed by golden and red leaves in the fall or 
frosted in snow in the winter...

Once Upon A Dream



carcassonnechâteau de gudanes in summer



highlights during the voyage

Our time in Paris together commences with a visit to the Musée Carnavalet, sharing all 
of the beauty, opulence and grandeur of the 18th Century and setting the scene for our 

days ahead shared together…

In Paris, we shall walk the cobblestone streets of Saint-Germain-des-Prés sharing our 
favourite homewares, decoration and luxury perfumery houses in the city

Visiting Galerie Vivienne on our way to Drouot, a multi-storey auction house in the heart of 
Paris. Galerie Vivienne is our favourite place for finding postcards in Paris! 

Classical concert at the magnificent Saint Chapelle

At Versailles, we shall enjoy a private tour, luxury Marie Antoinette afternoon tea and 
pass-the-parcel in the gardens!

Whilst in the Loire Valley we shall be visiting Château de Chambord, Château de Chenonceau 
& Château de Villandry, three of the grandest castles in the countryside and continuing 

our travels in the spirit of the grandeur of yesteryear… 

In Bordeaux, we shall experience a wine tour and paired luncheon at Château Margaux 
returning to explore the city in the afternoon and evening. Château Margaux was notably 

described by Thomas Jefferson as one of the “four vineyards of first quality” and 
remains one of the highest quality producers in the country

Visit the ancient fortress and UNESCO world heritage site, Carcassonne, enjoy lunch at 
a *Michelin-Star restaurant and stay for one night in the heart of the old city

Visit to another regal, Renaissance revival castle for a delicious picnic luncheon 
and wine tasting with a local producer of biodynamic wines, located close-by to            

Château de Gudanes

Time to explore the medieval village and brocantes of Mirepoix. The village itself has 
remained largely unchanged since the 15th Century and remains a true relic of another 

time...

Exploring vide-greniers, brocantes and specialty antique stores throughout the French 
countryside. Should you do a little too much shopping, when you arrive at Château de 
Gudanes we are able to organise UPS worldwide shipping for your purchases to be sent 

home to you!

highlights at château de gudanes

Stepping back in time into the past of yesteryear, royal 18th Century breakfast feast and 
Bastille day banquet culinary experiences

French piano accordion performance by a local musician

Historical tour of the interiors and gardens of the Château

Savoury cooking classes with our chef de cuisine and sweet cooking classes with our Le 
Cordon Bleu patisserie chefs. In addition to the set classes you are most welcome to join 

our chefs in the kitchens at any time during your stay for more informal lessons

Tour and flower collecting in the Château Jardin followed by a floral dessert decoration 
workshop and photography session to capture your creations in a beautiful setting. We 

shall share these photographs following your departure as a memory of your stay

An en plein air French film soirée!

Horse & carriage ride experience around the grounds of the Château

Restoration lecture and demonstration followed by the opportunity for guests to assist in 
the restoration of 18th Century frescoes in the Château’s original dining room

Artisinal cheese experience to be held in the Château’s ancient basement...

Evening piano performance featuring classical, jazz and modern pieces to be held in the 
Salon de Musique

Memorable Moments

château de gudanes in spring



château de gudanes in fall



Itinerary

day 1 - bonjour

day 2 - passport to paris

•  Bienvenue to Paris! We look forward to meeting you at 10am in the 
lobby of the hotel to leave our luggage in a safe place and venture out to 
explore the Musée Carnavalet and enjoy a light luncheon at Place des Vosges

•  An afternoon of relaxation and settling in following check-in to the hotel

•  Welcome apertifs and dinner with introductions and sharing of the 
itinerary ahead...

•  Early evening classical concert at Saint-Chapelle

•  After concert supper together

•   Traditional, French hot chocolate and morning tea at Angelina’s

•   Visit to the Museum of Decorative Arts, located in the Louvre’s 
western wing. As part of our tour, we shall see an example of one of 
the Château’s original wallpapers on display!

•  Lunch on the go as we discover the secrets and aritisanal boutiques 
of Saint-Germain-des-Prés. Stopping for a small surprise at Buly, a 
parfurmery house founded in 1803, Trudon, the oldest candlemaker 
in the world, and various wallpaper and interior design houses 
specialising in 18th Century reproductions

•  After some time for repose, in the late afternoon we shall be received 
for a behind the scenes studio tour at Antoinette Poisson, specialists in the 
restoration and recreation of 18th Century domino wallpapers

 •  Bistro dinner followed by comedy show ‘How to Become a Parisian in 1 
Hour?’

e kindly ask you note that this is our sample itinerary, which 
may be subject to some change. 

Please be reassured that all planned events are at your leisure, 
and so you are welcome to partake in as many or as few of the 

activites as you wish.  

Should you decide to join us, we warmly welcome you to let us know 
if there are any additional experiences you would like us to add to the 
schedule, as it is with our pleasure that the final itinerary shall be tailored 
to your own wishes and interests. 

•  In room French style breakfast at the hotel

•  Walking tour to antiques auction house, Drouot, visiting Le Jardin du Palais 
Royal and Galerie Vivienne along the way

 

day 3 - from paris to the palace

•  In room French style breakfast at the hotel

•  Early morning tour walking through the Marais in the footsteps of 
important women writers, philosophers, scientists and artists who have 
left their mark on history and have made Paris the city it is today

•  All aboard! Travel to Versailles and check into the hotel

•  Picnic chic luncheon and pass the parcel within the gardens of Versailles

•  In the afternoon, we shall embark on the private tour of the palace and 
gardens

•  Relaxed dinner at the hotel with time to prepare for the evening ahead...

•  Fireworks and fountain show followed by a royal evening at the palace!

 

château de gudanes in fall



day 6 - les jardins de france

day 4 - madeleines & marie antoinette

•   Elegant breakfast is served at the hotel

•  Relaxing morning promenade through the village of Versailles followed 
by a light luncheon

•  Golf cart tour or gentle bike ride through the palace gardens

•  Marie Antoinette afternoon tea at Le Grand Contrôle, a *Michelin-Star 
Restaurant at the Château de Versailles

•  Evening aperitifs in the hotel bar followed by dinner

•  Simple, French breakfast is served at the hotel

•  Visit to Château de Villandry to discover the castle’s noble heritage and 
horticultural mastery of the grand, formal gardens

•  Lunch in the village of Villandry

•  Travel to the grand wine region of Bordeaux

•  Dinner and an evening promenade along the riverbank of the Garonne

day 5 - the valley of queens & kings

•   Elegant breakfast is served at the hotel followed by an early morning 
departure to the Loire Valley

•  Visit to Château de Chambord, one of the region’s most iconic castles and 
influenced largely by the work of Leonardo da Vinci

•  Lunch at the Tomato Bar

•  Private tour of Château de Chenonceau, a masterpiece of late Gothic and 
early Renaissance architecture spanning the River Cher with graceful 
grandeur

•  Twilight private dinner followed by an evening of poetry and prose...

day 7 - time to wine & dine

•  Breakfast is served at the hotel

•  Morning wine tasting and paired luncheon at Château Margaux, known 
for its long an illustrious history of producing luxury wines

• An afternoon of bric-a-brac hunting and brocanting! 

•  Informal dinner in the heart of Bordeaux city 

day 8 - journey to medieval earth

•  Breakfast is served at the hotel followed by an early morning departure 
to Carcassonne, stopping at picturesque villages and brocantes along the 
way

•  Baguette lunch on the go!

• Afternoon tour of the old fortress of Carcassonne including visits to our 
favourite boutiques

•  Dinner at La Barbacane, a *Michelin-Star Restaurant in the heart of the 
ancient city

day 9 - to the château

•  Light breakfast at the hotel 

•  Departure to discover hidden antique treasures in Carcassonne and other 
villages along the way and in the medieval village of Mirepoix

•  Picnic luncheon and biodynamic wine tasting at Château de Fiches followed 
by time to independantly explore the grand, Medieval interiors

•  Champagne welcome reception and presentation of rooms upon your 
arrival at Château de Gudanes

•  Historical tour of the château’s interior salons

•  For evening aperitifs, classic French Kir Royale served with violette sorbet 
are presented in the Salon de Musiquechâteau de gudanes in winter



day 11 - cooking in the cuisine

•  Be Our Guest’ welcome dinner to be held in the Salle à Manger

•  Meeting by candlelight in the Grand Vestibule to journey together into the 
Château’s 13th Century basement for an artisinal cheese experience... 

•  Your are warmly and cordially invited to a royal breakfast feast of 
yesteryear... 

day 10 - restoration & relaxation

•   Breakfast is served in the Salon de Porcelaine. Your are sweetly invited to 
visit the Château Crêpe Cart to place your order! And don’t forget to mix 
and make your own mimosa!

•  Morning horse and carriage ride around the estate. And then, allons-y! 
Travel to the ancient villages of Saint-Girons and Saint-Lizier to visit the 
grandest farmers’ market in the region, Roman archaeological ruins and 
more brocantes filled to the brim with bedroom linens

•  Picnic luncheon in the Château Jardin accompanied by the piano 
accordion

•  Restoration lecture and workshop. Assist in restoring 18th Century 
frescoes in the  Château’s original dining room…

•  Afternoon walking butterfly tour in the mountains of the French 
Pyrenees

•  Aperitifs accompanied by a table setting and floral arranging workshop 

•  Dinner to be held in the Salle à Manger

•  Star gazing and an en plein air French film soirée accompanied by French 
mullled wine…

day 12 - farewell nos amis

• Breakfast is served in the Salon de Porcelaine. We warmly welcome you to 
visit the Château Cuisine to order an omelette au fromage et violette!

• Farewell and departure to Toulouse. We are able to bid you farewell at 
the airport, train station or in the city centre

•  Visit to the markets in our local village of Les Cabannes with our chef de 
cuisine and Le Cordon Bleu pastry chefs. Sharing their love of traditional, 
French food culture as they discuss the menu for lunch and secrets for 
picking produce

•  Visit to the markets in our local village of Les Cabannes with our chef de 
cuisine and Le Cordon Bleu pastry chefs. Sharing their love of traditional, 
French food culture as they discuss the menu for lunch and secrets for 
picking produce

•   Tour of the Château Jardin sharing our experiences rehabilitating the 
gardens, how they may have looked in the 18th Century and historical 
knowledge and secrets of botanical ingredients dating back to medieval 
times. Collecting herbs and vegetables for cooking together    
along the way!

•  Morning of savoury cooking classes

•  Alfresco luncheon is served on the front terrace followed by dessert in 
the Salon de Rose

•  Afternoon of sweet cooking classes

•  Flower picking in the Château Jardin followed by a dessert decoration 
and styling workshop

•  Evening piano performance in the Salon de Musique accompanied by our 
signatue cocktail, the Royal Violette, and charcuterie

•  Formal Bastille day banquet to be held in the Salon de Printemps followed 
by fireworks presentation, a night of disco dancing and karaoke! The Château Salons

he inside of the Château, although still undergoing 
restoration, features the elegant opulence of the 18th century 
juxtaposed with the gracefulness of age and patina. Offering 
an abundance of settings for your wedding photography. 

On the day of your union we are able to create the celebration of your 
dreams in any combination of our enchanting spaces...

Perhaps you may wish for a ceremony upon the grand staircase, 
appetisers and aperatifs en plein air in a magical location in the Château 
gardens followed by a candlelight dinner in the gold gilded Salon de 
Musique... The choice of setting for each part of this most special day 
in your lifetime is entirely at your discretion, though we are of course 
able to offer suggestions should you wish. 



The Finer Details

arrival & meeting in paris

On the morning that your stay begins, at 10am we shall be waiting in the 
lobby of the hotel to leave our bags in a safe place and venture out to 
explore the Musée Carnavalet followed by a quick and light lunch.

For guests who would prefer a more leisurely morning and afternoon, 
check in shall begin at the hotel from 2pm where we shall be awaiting 
your arrival to introduce our team and assist you. We shall then meet for 
evening aperitifs and dinner in advance of the concert at Sainte Chapelle. 

luxury transportation

accommodationhe Grand Tour stay shall be a small group experience with a 
maximum of 12 guests. 

Our thoughtful and attentive team shall consider each and every 
detail to ensure that your travels and stay with us is organised without 
concern on your behalf and so that you experience a most memorable 
time - each day filled with feasts of delicious French fare and exciting 
adventures. 

Our team shall treat every aspect of your travels and stay with the upmost 
care and thoughtful attention to detail. Our gracious team are warm and 
welcoming and it is our hope that you shall feel entirely at ease and at 
home even before your arrival in Paris. And so, to share some finer details 
of this stay... 

The accommodation during your stay shall be double occupancy, 
meaning twin share for travelling friends or queen/ king share in the case 
of couples, with single supplement available if preferred. 

2 nights in Paris at the Hotel Caron de Beaumarchais ***- Nestled in the 
heart of the Marias, exuding the charm & character of an authentic French 
hotel, this boutique residence guards its original spirit as an elegant, 
Parisien townhouse. As you approach glass front windows reveal delicate, 
floral wallpaper adoring the walls and original 18th Century antiquities 
decorating a charming lobby. The bedrooms are decorated in classical, 
romantic and quintessentially French fashion. 

2 nights at Versailles at the Waldorf Astoria Versailles - Trianon Palace 
**** - Prepare to be transported to a realm of unrivaled luxury and 
opulence as you step into the embrace of this beautiful hotel. The 
furnishings and bedrooms marry regal history with contemporary 
elegance, making it the perfect fit for our stay at Versailles. Nestled within 
the town centre, beside the gardens of Versailles, this hotel is just ten 
minutes walk to the gold gilded gates to the entrance of the palace. 

1 night in the Loire Valley at a secret château to be revealed upon your 
arrival!

2 nights in Bordeaux at a suprise location in the heart of the city... 

1 night in Carcassonne at the Hotel de la Cité Carcassonne-MGallery 
***** - Set within the old fortress of Carcassonne, beside the Saint-Nazaire 
Basilica, this neo-gothic hotel overlooks the lower citadel from the 
ramparts. The hotel’s rooms are classically French in style with thoughtful 
details that pay homage to the city’s rich and ancient heritage. 

3 nights at Chateau de Gudanes

During your travels, you shall be transported around the French 
countryside in a luxury bus with a private driver. 

The bus is fully air-conditioned, includes a bathroom onboard and 
fridges for icy cold drinks and wine on the road! Classic movies, such 
as Jane Austen’s Pride & Prejudice and Persuasion, shall be playing for 
entertainment! 

the château cuisine

https://www.carondebeaumarchais.com/en/
http://www.hilton.com/en/hotels/cdgtpwa-waldorf-astoria-versailles-trianon-palace/
https://www.cite-hotels.com/en/etablissements/hotel-de-la-cite.html


Inclusions

• Daily breakfast, lunch, dinner, delectable desserts and snacks in 
between during your travels and at the Château. Over our journey from 
Paris, we shall enjoy a mélange of dining experiences - from Michelin-
Star restaurants to charming picnics en plein air to baguettes, cheese and 
charcuterie on the go. At the Château your cuisine shall be prepared by 
international and local chefs (including Le Cordon Bleu pastry chefs),

• Beverages shall be included at each meal during the voyage. We shall 
also have a selection of chilled wines and other alcohol and no alcohol 
beverages for you to enjoy on the Château Bus. At the Château we offer 
unlimited beverages - sparkling, wine, spirits (the drinking kind!), beer and 
various no alcohol drinks,

• During the tour, tea and coffee shall be available at the hotel each 
morning with breakfast. We shall also have a selection of French teas 
available in a wicker basket should you wish to enjoy something special 
on the road. At the Château we have a tea and coffee station, presented 
with a selection of biscuits and seasonal fruits, for you to enjoy throughout 
your stay,

• Accommodation. The accommodation during your stay shall be double 
occpancy, meaning twin share for travelling friends (or queen/ king share 
in the case of couples) with single supplement available if preferred. We 
kindly invite you to visit the following page of this brochure for pricing. 
Please kindly note that the due to the historic nature of the building, we 
are not permitted to install ensuites at the Château. And so, the bathrooms 
over these three nights shall be shared, 

the grand tour experience includes:

• All organised activities. We warmly welcome you to view the sample 
itinerary in this brochure. Also, should you wish to visit any other sites or 
enjoy any additional activities please do not hesitate to let us know so that 
we may tailor the stay to your requests, 

• Various amenities at each hotel. All hotel stays include wifi. Use of the 
Château’s amenities further includes tennis court and pool,

• Complimentary laundry facilities for you to use as needed at the 
Château,

• All transport beginning in Paris and transfer to Toulouse on the day 
the stay comes to a close. The luxury Château Bus if fully equipped 
with airconditiong and a bathroom. We always make sure to travel with 
additional snacks and French bottled spring-water, 

• The opportunity to be part of the Château Story by assisting with the 
restoration of 18th Century frescoes in the Château’s dining room,

• And many special surprises along the way! Including pre-arrival 
postcards, luggage labels and gifts to be received in the mail, upon arrival 
in Paris each guest shall receive a Grand Tour welcome trousseau with a 
collection of wares reminiscent of the 18th Century and original items that 
were once upon a time carried upon such grand journeys, hand-written 
welcome cards and welcome gifts upon your arrival at the Château, 
calligraphy place cards and menus for you to keep as memories… and 
more!

Please kindly note that the cost of the Experiences excludes your flights to 
and from France, personal spending money and travel insurance.

the salon de porcelaine



We kindly ask that you follow the 
link here to view the important 
terms and conditions of staying at 
the Château and being part  
of a Château Experience. 

Please note that by booking a place 
on a Château Experience you are 
agreeing with these terms and 
conditions laid out.

payment & travel insurance:

terms & conditions:

To join us, we require a 20% 
deposit made by credit card at 
the time of booking. This amount 
will be charged in Euros and the 
exact currency conversion will be 
calculated based on the rates of 
your bank.

The remaining payment will  be 
due on May 21st 2024. 

You are welcome to pay in 
installments at your discretion. 

All amounts paid are non-
refundable and we kindly ask that 
you request any refunds through 
your travel insurance, which is 
compulsory as per the terms and 
conditions linked below.  

We sincerely appreciate your 
understanding. 

date & price:

price: € 12,600 pp double occupancy | 10% single supplement                                                         
date: 4 –  15 july 2024 
details: To place a booking we kindly ask if you could reach out to us at 
experience@chateaugudanes.com  so that we may send you a private booking link. 
If you would like to organise a time to speak with us to ask any questions, 
we warmly invite you to reach out via email with your phone number.               
Merci beaucoup and we look forward to hearing from you!

the salon de porcelaine

https://www.chateaugudanes.com/terms-and-conditions


w e  s i n c e r e l y  t h a n k  y o u  f o r  y o u r  s u p p o rt  a n d  e n c o u r a g e m e n t 
a l o n g  t h e  r e s t o r at i o n  j o u r n e y  a n d  s i n c e r e l y  h o p e  t o  w e l c o m e  y o u                                

t o  c h Â t e au  d e  g u d a n e s  i n  2024

We welcome any further questions that you may have about the Grand Tour or other 
Château Experiences and invite you to contact us at experience@chateaugudanes.comthe salon de porcelaine



the renaissance kitchen the winding staircase



the petit vestibule



the grand vestibule & staircase



the salle À manger



the salle À manger



the salon de printemps



the salon de printemps



the salon de rose



the salon de musique



the salon de musique



pon your arrival the bedrooms at the Château are 
dressed in freshly cut flowers from the gardens and 
richly perfumed Trudon candles adorn the fireplaces. 
The beds are draped in antique monogrammed 

linens, ruffle trimmed pillowcases and floral sheets. Old wares 
and antique furnishings decorate the room...

As a boutique venue the Château is able to host weddings with 
guest lists of up to 18 people (including the wedding couple), 
who shall be warmly recieved to stay in 8 beautifully decorated 
French furnished bedrooms. 

For the soon to be newlyweds, we reserve the room of your 
choice. We then arrange the accomodation so that two, or 
sometimes three, of your guests share each room. This does 
mean that couples will have their own bedroom whereas, 
depending on your number of guests, solo guests may be 
sharing with a friend or two. 

Although some bedrooms may be shared, the rooms are as 
large as 70m2 and so they do allow for abundant space and 
privay and we always carefully consider who we place to 
share with whom based upon your guidance. 

The Château Bedrooms

chambre josephine



chambre marie de lordat



chambre marie de lordat



chambre marie marvingt



chambre marie marvingt



chambre Émilie du chÂtelet



chambre olympe de gouges chambre jeanne d’arc



chambre marie-louise lachapelle chambre marie curie



chambre marie-louise lachapelle



t the beginning of 2019 the Château Bathrooms  
were completely renovated in true 18th Century 
fashion - with elegant fittings and fixtures, delicate 

floral wallpaper adorning the walls and sumptuously textured 
towels that add the perfect finishing touch. 

There are three bathrooms at the Château each with a 
shower, toilet and washbasin. One of these bathrooms also 
has a bath. In addition to these shared bathrooms there are a 
further two separate powder rooms, one on the ground floor 
and another on the first floor.

For the wedding couple, should they wish we have a 
beautiful bedroom with a fourth, smaller bathroom ensuite 
including a washbasin and bath. 

The Château also has a spacious dressing room fully 
equipped with power outlets, mirrors and delicate lighting. 
The perfect setting for capturing your moments readying 
yourself for the day of your union. 

Dressing Room & 
Bathrooms



Fine Dining
t Château de Gudanes we offer warm and welcoming French 
entertaining and fine dining. Each new day brings the possibility 
of a different setting, a different menu and a different dining 
experience. From leisurely breakfasts, royal banquets by 

candlelight, alfresco dining in the Château Gardens, traditional afternoon 
tea and evening aperitifs.

During the planning process, we invite you to work closely with the 
Château Culinary Team, both our chefs de cuisine and chefs de pâtisserie, to 
ensure that every aspect of your culinary experience, both the menus and 
dining settings, are entirely personal to your own tastes. This of course 
includes your wedding cake and desserts!

The fresh produce that we use is lovingly nurtured and grown on the 
estate. If not, it is carefully cultivated by local growers and producers. 

The region in which the Château finds its home is the oldest wine and 
sparkling region in the country, and so it is only fitting that most our 
beverages are locally mixed and made. Each evening during aperitifs 
hour we like to showcase a different signature beverage, with alcohol and 
no alcohol choices. 

In the Château Bar the fridges are filled to the brim with various wines, 
sparkling, aperitifs and liquors (as well as water, juices, sodas, Château-
made botanical sirops and Orangina). We hope that you would servez-vous 
as you would in your own home.

















pon your arrival the Château shall be dressed in 
freshly cut seasonal blooms. Their fragrance lingers 
softly in the air... 

Throughout your stay we are able to create bespoke 
tablescapes of flowers and candles just for you. Perhaps your 
floral inspiration draws from the centuries old paintings of Old 
French Masters or peut-être you prefer more natural bouquets.

Floral Artistry

“if i had a flower for every time i thought 

of you. . .  i  could walk through my garden 

forever”

- alfred tennyson



Sample Itinerary
4 night fÊte de mariage celebration 

- day of arrival -

- fÊte de mariage -

- french market day -

•   Your fairytale begins in Toulouse where we shall collect you and your 
guests. A luxury private car is reserved exclusively for the soon to be 
newlweds

•   Following this shall be your arrival at Château de Gudanes upon which 
we shall introduce our team and welcome you with a sparkling toast

•    The presentation of the guest quarters will then begin followed by a 
short intiation to the Château’s amenities

•   Picnic luncheon in the Château Jardin

•   Afterward, a historic tour of the interiors of the Château

•   The tour will conclude with traditional, French cocktails in the Salon de 
Rose

•   “Be Our Guest” welcome dinner by candlelight in the Salle à Manger

•  This most special day begins with an in room, private breakfast for 
the couple so that they may enjoy a moment together before the 
celebrations commence

•  Meanwhile, guests shall enjoy a servez-vous style traditional, French 
breakfast in the Salon de Porcelaine

•   Visit the morning markets followed by a gentle guided walk around 
the neighbouring villages visiting historic churches and picturesque 
places along the way

•   Light alfresco lunch is served on the back terrace

•  Should they wish, the couple shall then adjourn to separate suites as 
they begin readying themselves for the ceremony. Afternoon tea shall be 
served to each, and the wedding party joining them, in their own suite

•  As the congregation gathers together downstairs the wedding couple 
may wish to join together for a first look in the Petit Vestibule

•  The ceremony shall be held on the grand staircase decorated in glowing 
candlelight

•  Following a celebratory sparkling toast guests shall then be welcomed 
into the gold gilded Salon de Musique for cocktails and canapés

•  An intimate dinner by candlelight shall then be held in the Salon de 
Printemps. Followed by a grand presentation of desserts and cutting of the 
cake in the Salle à Manger

•  Dance the night away! The Château Bar shall be open until the early 
hours of the morning...

•  Servez-vous breakfast to be held in the Salon de Porcelaine with the Château 
Patisserie Chefs serving freshly made crêpes from their very own crêpe 
cart!

•   Followed by a mid morning departure to visit the markets in the 
medieval village of Mirepoix, stopping along the way for some antiquing 
and photos of beautiful landscapes and sunflowers

•  For luncheon we shall dine at another magical château followed by time 
to leisurely explore the estate...



-  au revoir nos amis -

•   Upon returning to the Château in the afternoon there will be a short 
restoration lecture followed by the opportunity to assist with the 
restoration of the 18th Century frescoes in the Salon de Printemps, which 
was once upon a time the Château’s original dining room

•   L’heure d’aperatifs to be held in the Château Bar sharing a selection of 
locally made aperatifs

•  Dinner shall be served on the front terrace alfresco style and shall be 
followed by an outdoor French film soirée

-  jour d’aventure -

•   A breakfast surprise awaits... accompanied by a make your own mimosa 
station!

•  Early morning depature for a hiking expedition throughout the valley. 
Or, stay at the Château to rest and enjoy a relaxing morning...

•  Luncheon is served in the Salle à Manger

•  After some time to relax following hiking and lunch, there will be a 
sweet cooking class with the opportunity to learn from our Le Cordon 
Bleu Château Patisserie Chefs in the dedicated pastry kitchen

•  Aperatifs are served on the front terrace

•  A formal, farewell dinner shall be held in the Salon de Printemps

•  Followed by after dinner drinks served under the stars and an adventure 
into the Château’s Basement for an intriguing mystery...

•   Light breakfast is served in the Salon de Porcelaine followed by time to 
prepare for your departure. We welcome you to visit the Château Cuisine 
to order an omelette au fromage

•   Once everyone is ready we shall bid you farewell and guests shall depart 
together for Toulouse while the newlyweds will enjoy the comfort of 
returning to the city in a private, luxury car

•  Don’t forget your departure picnic bags for some delcious, home-made 
delights to enjoy during your ongoing travels!

it is with our pleasure that we hope to 

curate a personal itinerary in celebration              

of your union



The Finer Details

•  Two planning meetings in advance of your arrival with the Château 
Team,

•  Two planning meetings in advance of your arrival with the Château 
Culinary Team,

•  Joint return transport for wedding guests from Toulouse to the Château, 

•  Return transport from Toulouse to the Château for the wedding couple 
in a private luxury car,

•  Sparkling toast upon arrival with three exceptional options for your 
guests to choose from - either sweet, dry or no alcohol,

•  Hand-written welcome letters and gifts addressed from the Château to 
all guests, 

•  Shared accomodation and shared bathroom facilities for between 12 to 18 
guests (including the wedding couple),

•  Be our guest and choose from a selection of activities to experience the 
magic of the south of France and to create and curate your own personal 
itinerary for your stay! The number of activities included will depend 
upon the duration of your stay. Activity suggestions include: visits to 
local farmers’ markets, antique stores and historical sites, other beautiful 
châteaux and French gardens, sweet and savoury cooking classes, yoga, 
hiking, canoeing, horse-riding, an outdoor Château French film soirée, 
learning about & assisting with the restoration of the Château’s 18th 
Century frescoes and more.

full privatisation for your fÊte de mariage 

includes:

•  Historic tour of the Château,

•  Use of the Château Dressing Room and steamer for your special 
garments,

•  Tea and coffee station, also presented with a selection of biscuits and 
seasonal fruits, for you and your guests to enjoy throughout your 
stay,

•  Daily breakfast, lunch, dinner, delectable desserts and delicious treats 
in between prepared by international and local chefs at the Château, 
as well as dining throughout the region during your stay. The Château 
Culinary Team is experienced in catering for a wide variety of different 
dietary requests, requirements and allergies. And so, please do just let us 
know of the needs of your guests, 

•  Selection of fine wines, sparkling and no alcohol options paired with 
each meal, 

•  Complimentary fully stocked bar salon filled to the brim (and refilled 
throughout your stay) with sparkling, wine, spirits, beer and various non-
alcoholic beverages. Also setup with a soda stream,  

•  Sparkling toast following your ceremony with alcohol and no alcohol 
options,

•  Use of the Château’s amenities inclding tennis court, pool and wifi, 

•  Dancefloor illuminations and fog machine, 

•  Use of the Château’s Sonos Music System. We welcome you to share your 
playlists with us before your arrival, 

•  Complimentary laundry facilities, 

•  Departure picnic bags for your ongoing travels, 

•  And many other thoughtful and special details created just for you, such 
as calligraphy place cards!



our made to measure amenities include*:

•  Styling of the Château to your preferences,

•  Floral compositions throughout your stay and for the day of your 
union,

•  Haute cuisine and beverages created to your own personal tastes, 

•  Further wedding planning in addition to the planning already 
provided,

* As the above items are made to measure amenities, please kindly 
note that shoud you have simpler requests the pricing of these will be 
included in our starting rates. However, should your wishes be a little 
grander there may be an additional price for the amenities listed. 

accompaniments by request at an additional 

price:

•  Horse-drawn carriage rental for the day of your ceremony,

•  Fireworks display,

•  Local and international musicians available upon request including 
string quartets, pianists, harpists and French choirs,

•  Babysitting service. 

should you wish, we are are also able to 

provide recommendations for and assist in the 

organisation of:

•  Makeup and hairstyling for the day of your ceremony,

•  Photographer,

•  Videographer,

Please also note that the pricing further excludes you and your 
guests’ transport to and from Toulouse, personal spending money, 
personal insurance and wedding insurance. Thank you for your kind 
understanding. 



Practical Considerations

Château de Gudanes is nestled in a little, croissant shaped village set 
amongst the mountains of the Pyrenees. The closest city to our location is 
Toulouse, which is about 1 hour 15 minutes drive away. Toulouse is a large 
city that is easily accessible by train from most locations in France, as well 
as Spain. The city also has a large, international airport that many airlines 
fly directly into from around the world. 

As part of your stay with us we provide return transport from a central 
location in Toulouse to the Château. And so, we would recommend 
arriving in Toulouse at least one day before your stay with us begins. For 
this time, we would recommend staying at the Grand Hôtel de l’Opéra, 
right beside our meeting place. 

On the first day of your stay with us we look forward to meeting at 10am 
at the front of the Place du Capitole in Toulouse. Once we are all gathered 
together we will then travel to the Château. 

On the day that your stay with us comes to a close we will be departing 
the Château together at approximately 11am, packed with water and a 
little picnic bag each for your ongoing travels. We anticipate arriving in 
Toulouse at about 1pm. Where possible, we kindly ask that you and your 
guests arrange your ongoing travels to accomodate this timing. Upon 
your return, we are able to drop you and your guests in the city centre, 
airport and/ or the train station. 

location & transport:

planning assistance:

Upon finalising your booking we shall provide a dossier with further 
information which we hope shall assist you and your guests with 
making travel arrangements and in preparing for your time with us. 

This dossier shall include the following:

•  A Travel Information document sharing more about your options to 
travel to and from Toulouse, as well as further recommendations for 
accomodation and sites that you may enjoy visiting during your time 
there,

•  A Château de Gudanes Information document sharing our contact 
details, further details about our team members who will be working 
with you to organise your union and who will be welcoming you onsite, 
as well as more about the factities at the Château and in our local village, 

•  A Recommended Packing List to share with your guests,

•  A Confidentiality & Indemnity Agreement that you and each guest 
visiting the Château must sign to be sent back to us in advance of your 
arrival. 



chÂteau de gudanes location



We require a 50% deposit made 
by direct transfer through Wise 
(formerly Transferwise) at the 
time of booking. 

This amount will be charged in 
Euros and the exact currency 
conversion will be calculated 
based on the rates provided by 
Wise.

The remaining payment will 
then be due on an agreed upon 
date before your arrival. 

All amounts paid are non-
refundable and we kindly ask 
that you request any refunds 
through your insurance. 

We sincerely appreciate your 
understanding. 

We kindly ask that you follow the 
link here to view the important 
terms and conditions of hosting 
your union and staying with us. 

Please note that by placing a 
booking you and your guests are 
agreeing with these terms and 
conditions laid out.

pricing: payment & insurance:

terms and conditions:

price: 7 nights from €5,400 pp

   5 nights from €4,400 pp

   4 nights from €3,900 pp

   3 nights from €3,400 pp

Please kindly note that we require a minimum of 12 guests 
and have a maximum of 18 guests. Should you be anticipating 
a larger guest list, we kindly request that you contact us 
with further details so that we may assist you. We are able to 
welcome up to an additional 22 guests to stay in comfortable 
accomodation close-by within walking distance of the Château.

dates: We warmly welcome you to reach out to us via email at 
experience@chateaugudanes.com to enquire regarding available dates 
for your union. Merci Beaucoup!



w e  l o o k  l o o k  f o r w a r d  t o  h e a r i n g  f r o m  y o u  a n d  n o  m at t e r  i f  y o u  d e c i d e 
t 0  j o i n  u s  at  t h e  c h ât e au  o r  n o t ,  w e  s i n c e r e l y  t h a n k  y o u  f o r  y o u r 

c o n s i d e r at i o n

We warmly welcome you to reach out to us with any further questions that you may have about Fêtes de Mariage, other events or exclusive hire of Château de Gudanes   
and kindly invite you to contact us at experience@chateaugudanes.com 


